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In Paper Mario TTYD, the focus is completely on the role-playing elements. Unlike the other Mario
RPGs, where the main purpose of the game is to beat Bowser and save the Princess from his evil
schemes, this time the focus is on finding all the hidden object pieces (both paper and virtual) and
defeating the bosses. And it's just as fun as the RPGs of yore. The adventure is broken up by
segments with a short dialogue scene, allowing players to actively choose which path to take next.
Much like the previous RPGs, this is one of the more modern Mario RPGs in that it manages to create
an interesting world with tons of visual charm. The graphics are very similar to those of the SNES
game, but with a more cartoony look. The sound quality and music are both very much in line with
the classic RPG style. The adventure is fully narrated in 3D and, upon defeating the final boss, the
tension and suspense are put to a perfect level. However, the length of the game is only average.
This isn't to say that you won't play it for several hours, but if the game took longer than fifteen
minutes to complete, this would be a deal-breaker. As if Stars is not enough, the game also features
an ending with the game's New Game Plus. The ending of this game is, however, much better than
the final of the game that Mario had in Super Mario RPG. At the end of the game, Mario's fellow
companions join him, and Mario is able to obtain all of the Star Pieces and defeat Bowser once and
for all. The last boss sends Mario to a portal; the portal then takes Mario to the Grand Canyon, where
he is reunited with his friends. Mario had been doing all of this in order to prove to his sister that
Bowser was the cause of their separation. Together, the group of heroes prepare for their final
battle, waiting for the time when Bowser's time of retribution will be fulfilled.
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The gameplay is a classic Mario game all-around. In the early stages, the only thing that slows you
down is the size of your party. With only three characters, it makes progress a tad sluggish.

However, the extra party member that the player acquires further on in the game makes the game
more enjoyable. There are a few puzzles, such as the one that sees the inclusion of Goombella to

break through rock. In the late stages, the game is all about high-speed platforming. You'll be
making your way up the mountain and doing your best to race to the top to set sail for the land of

Frost. The only challenge is that you'll be battling against enemy after enemy, such as Kamek, all the
while trying to find a way to help Mario earn some money in order to buy more health packs for his
allies. Much like Super Mario World, you'll occasionally come across a sign that encourages you to

press a particular direction. Here, when you do, you'll find a little present. These presents can boost
your allies' stats, extra speed, and even your stats, such as your Attack or Special Attack. These
presents are timed, but while pressing the button, you'll also change the direction of the present,

meaning that you can get more than one present in one direction if you press it quickly enough. It's
an awesome little feature that fans of the game should definitely notice. The game has plenty of

special moves, such as the Fire Flower, Star, and the Super Leaf. One element of the game that has
become a hot topic among critics is the boss battles. These boss battles are far more frantic than in

past Mario titles. Your attacks will do quite a bit more damage than in previous games, and most
boss fights last for far longer than the previous one. You'll spend much longer in these fights,

however, and you'll also have to be able to rely on allies more. One thing is for certain though, there
are a lot of boss battles, and they'll all be far more difficult than before. The game's core mechanics

are the same as they were during the Mega Drive, SNES and Game Boy titles. The game isn't for
everyone, but there's no doubt that anyone who's even mildly interested in platforming titles will be
more than satisfied. In terms of its diversity, this is an easy game to recommend to a friend and see
them surprise themselves with the title's impressive amount of content. Even when people may not

be that fussed about platformers, this title will find its way onto their Instant Game Collection.
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